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Introduction: All planetary scientists are familiar 

with the problem of representing curved or complex 
volumes in two dimensions, i.e., on a map. The prob-
lem grows when the aspect of interest is global. Such is 
the case with the hemispheric transport of dust and 
grains on the “rubber ducky” comet 67P/c-g. We use 
our constant-scale natural boundary method (CSNB) 
[1] to make a pair of global maps with complementary 
perspectives on 67P’s south-to-north dust transport. 

The maps are hand-plotted by an architect inspired 
by anamorphism, a topographic paper by James Clerk 
Maxwell and its later extension by Marston Morse [2], 
and poet Robert Frost’s love of accuracy in uses of the 
imagination [3]. CSNB has advantages over conven-
tion, particularly its ability to map true surface irregu-
larity. For example, it can include Hathor, an extreme 
overhang unmappable in standard projections. 

A global phenomenon is hard to ponder because it 
is per se nonlocal: you can’t see it all at once. Global 
surfaces, theories, or events exist in a non-Euclidean 
bounded 2-sheet. Detailed comprehension with multi-
ple regional maps, 3D images, or rotating digital im-
agery is difficult because our short-term memory over-
fills, as described in 1956 in The Magical Number 
Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Ca-
pacity for Processing Information, now a classic in 
cognitive psychology [4]. The mind gets stuck, like 
blind men touching an elephant. What shape is Earth’s 
ocean or Mars’ global watershed are non-Euclidean 
questions to which CSNB gives pictorially clear-cut (if 
necessarily non-unique) answers [5]. 

67P’s hemispheric material transport is a high car-
tographic challenge because of its semi-orbital nature 
and because the comet is so irregular. The intellect 
craves something unitary and apprehensible; CSNB 
provides it.  

History of natural boundary mapping: Modern 
methods have evolved from algebraic abstractions of 
projection geometry and developable surfaces but the 
underlying Renaissance idea—perspective, repurposed 
by Mercator in 1569—remains unaltered [6].  

The invention of artificial satellites, notably Land-
sat in 1972, provoked J.P. Snyder to create the space 
oblique Mercator projection [7]. He also worked with 
A.F. Spilhaus on another innovation: world maps with 
natural boundaries. They established that such maps 
have an advantage in principle over maps without, 
because meaningless interruptions cloud the mind. And 
they voiced the idea of map edges along natural di-
vides but couldn’t accomplish it [8].  

A more topological mapping paradigm: We extend 
Spilhaus and Snyder’s ideas by a) abandoning the xy 
“sheet goods” paradigm set by Edward Wright in 1599 
[6] in favor of a simpler model: a 1-dimensional tree 
defining the 2-sheet interruption, coupled with a con-
stant scale map edge. An orthodoxy of precise and 
unambiguous coordinate points enclosed by an amor-
phous border becomes, instead, an amorphous collec-
tion of point sets, within a precise and unambiguous 
border. This moves the underlying mathematics a half-
step away from geometry toward topology, specifically 
prototopology, a term coined in 1943 by E. Panofsky 
to describe certain constructions by 16th-century pol-
ymath Albrecht Dürer. 

Our approach begets maps vested in topological pa-
rameters and physical features, with great liberty to 
designate appropriate features as the map’s edge. Our 
maps, unlike Spilhaus-Snyder maps, are delightfully 
similar to Dürer’s developments of Archimedean sol-
ids: they fold to closed volumes. Witness the educa-
tional power of a foldable map of Phobos [9], of maps 
edged by continental divides [10], Enceladus edged by 
Saturn’s gravity-induced strain [11], the Moon edged 
by those points most distant from SP-Aitken Basin 
[12], molecular geodesy [13]. 

Yet CSNB challenges no draftsperson: Mercator 
would recognize our techniques but they’d likely be-
fuddle Edward Wright and his algebraic descendants.  

Background and Method: In 2016 we mapped 
67P with a ridge-hugging edge. Pertinent linear fea-
tures were traced from a physical model. Portions of 
traverses were assembled into map-sections, adjusted 
proportionally, and graticulated. The map folded to a 
volume within which the comet’s shape fit snugly, 
indicating that local shape distortion was minimal [14]. 
But our map poorly served the study of surface modifi-
cation driven by migration of sublimated material from 
a warmer, sun-facing side to a colder opposite side. We 
needed one map encircling the receiving hemisphere 
with the wasting hemisphere (north surrounded by 
south) as well as its logical complement.  

In 2017 we sketched such maps, using pertinent 
edges of geomorphological districts [15]. In 2018 we 
drafted them [16]. From feedback that mass wasting 
occurs in two directions from Ash, with Imhotep acting 
as a secondary trap, we adjusted [17]. Preserving rela-
tive proportions proved challenging: our maps were 
substandard, as seen by comparing those maps’ midre-
gions with the model. Inb 2019, we checked cross-map 
ratios with five measurements rather than two that had 
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sufficed for Itokawa and Ida [18]. We plotted Tissot 
ellipses [19] to characterize local distortion and guide 
proportional restoration via “pruning the tree” in the 
neck. The scale increased in this area but our problem 
of clarity was solved. 

Results: This year, we transformed photomosaic 
data (Figure 1) into our constant scale natural bounda-
ry formats. Those maps are submitted separately.   

Figure 1: Simple cylindrical photomosaic of 67P. The 
universe’s proportionally largest known cliff is hidden 
behind the comet’s head! This image was transformed 
onto the maps submitted in Progress 2020-B.  

Discussion: Cometary nuclei have far more transi-
ent morphologies than asteroids. Ongoing change of 
the 67P nucleus, which may have begun as a contact 
binary [20], results from differential loss of gas and 
solid material due to solar-induced heating, varying as 
a function of solar distance and seasonal exposure [21, 
22]. Southern hemisphere “summer” occurs at perihe-
lion, northern summer at aphelion. Results from Roset-
ta show that 67P has complex morphology on cm to 
km scales. The shape of the ~4 km by ~6 km object is 
bimodal. Its origin as two objects that collided at low 
velocity is indicated by terrrace features (exposed lay-
ers of partially stripped icy volatiles), oriented differ-
ently on each mode. The irregularity of the highly po-
rous surface indicates ongoing volatile removal 
through a combination of explosive release and subli-
mation. While much of the released material achieves 
escape velocity (to become the tail), a great deal even-
tually settles onto the opposite hemisphere. 

 CSNB maps reveal this dynamic in a common-
sense way. Now that our maps contain more than 
merely location, proportion, and adjacency, the eye can 
better judge their value. Are the trees valid? Are they 
the best trees? Do the maps help thinking and com-
municating about 67P’s semi-orbital dust transport?  

Our companion abstract has additional discussion. 
Map versus physical model: The only accurate rep-

resentation of an essentially globular object is an actual 
physical model; no computational simulation or global 
map can substitute completely for a full, sensory ap-
praisal, e.g., only by engaging the kinesthetic sense—
holding an actual model—is it apparent that Aten and 

Khonsu are roughly parallel. The map—any map—is 
only an instrument of understanding. 

Future: Our maps are freely available to the com-
munity; we welcome additional mosaics and overlays, 
as well as suggestions to improve our tree selections.  

A more accurate model (Figure 2) has been ac-
quired to replot these maps.  

Figure 2: Model of 67P showing the incised graticules 
necessary for our hand-plotting methods. 

We invite collaborators for software creation. 
Limitations: CSNB is a graphic experiment differ-

ing radically from digital transmutations of analytic 
projections. First glances can be disorienting, though 
this is often shortlived. Results are proof of concept, 
suitable for contemplation and communication.  
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